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Abstract— The cognitive radio enabled IEEE 802.22 wireless
regional area network (WRAN) is designed to opportunistically
utilize the unused or under-utilized TV bands. However, due
to the open paradigm of cognitive radio networks and lack
of proactive security protocols, the IEEE 802.22 networks are
vulnerable to various denial-of-service (DoS) threats. In this
paper, we study the coordinated DoS attacks on IEEE 802.22
networks from the malicious users’ perspective. We formulate
this problem from both a one-stage and a multi-stage scenario. In
the one-stage scenario, we formulate a cooperative game among
the malicious nodes and derive the optimal decision strategy
for the them. In the multi-stage case, we propose a discretetime Markov chain model for the dynamic behavior of both
malicious nodes and the 802.22 secondary networks. Simulation
and numerical results demonstrate that in the one-stage case,
the coordinated attack achieves 10-15% improvement compared
to the non-cooperative attack from the perspective of malicious
nodes, and, in the multi-stage case, there exists an optimal
number of malicious nodes participating in the attack for the
steady system to maximize the net payoff.
Index Terms— IEEE 802.22 network, Cognitive Radio, Coordinated Denial-of-service attacks, Cooperative game, Discrete-time
Markov chain.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The conventional fixed spectrum assignment policy has
resulted in suboptimal use of spectrum resource leading to
over-utilization in some bands and under-utilization in others
[2]–[4]. This observation has led to the recent spectrum policy
reforms by the U.S. Federal Communication Commission
(FCC). This goal, of dynamic spectrum access (DSA), is
expected to be achieved via the recently proposed concept of
the cognitive radio (CR) [5], [6].
The IEEE 802.22 is an emerging standard for CR-based
wireless regional area networks (WRANs). The IEEE 802.22
standard aims at using DSA to allow the unused, licensed
TV frequency spectrum to be used by unlicensed users on
a non-interfering basis [7]. To protect the primary incumbent
services, IEEE 802.22 devices (e.g., base station and consumer
premise equipment) are required to perform periodic spectrum
sensing and evacuate promptly upon the return of the licensed
users [8].
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Even though the primary user protection mechanisms have
been proactively specified, neither the secondary-secondary
interaction mechanisms nor the protection of secondary devices/networks have been specifically defined or addressed in
IEEE 802.22 standard [9]. Hence, the IEEE 802.22 networks
are vulnerable to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, by which the
attacker will prevent the secondary networks from using the
spectrum band effectively or at all. Several research works
are investigating into the different security aspects in CR
networks [10], [11]. However, most of these works either
deal with single malicious node or uncoordinated attacks by
multiple malicious nodes or are not specific to IEEE 802.22.
In this work, we address a key fundamental question: what if
multiple malicious nodes launch DoS attacks in a coordinated
manner? Recently, a hacker brought down the Twitter website
by using thousands of malware-infected personal computers
to launch DoS attacks coordinately, which made millions of
Twitter users unable to access the service [12]. In wireless
DSA networks, this kind of threat is even worse since specific
security policies have not yet been developed. Thus, understanding this attack model is absolutely critical.
In this paper, we study the coordinated attack using the
concept of cooperative game theory. In our model, the common
goal of the malicious nodes is to disrupt the communications of
protocol compliant IEEE 802.22 secondary networks. Contrary
to the independent attack model, the malicious nodes in the coordinated attack try to maximize utilities as a group rather than
their individual benefits. We assume that the malicious nodes
are also spectrum agile, but do not have a prior knowledge
of the spectrum occupancy at any given time. We investigate
the problem from two perspectives: one-stage and multi-stage
scenario. In the one-stage scenario, we formulate a cooperative
game where the malicious nodes will collaborate to attack
as many secondary networks as possible while keeping their
costs to a minimum. As a collaborative team, the malicious
nodes intend to maximize the net payoff rather than their
individual payoffs. We derive the theoretical expression for
the net payoff and numerically obtain the optimal strategy
(switching probability) for the malicious nodes.
We then look into the multi-stage case and incorporate
the behaviors of 802.22 secondary networks. A discrete-time
Markov chain is proposed to model the change of states in
one typical spectrum band. We theoretically prove that as
the system reaches steady state, the net payoff of malicious
nodes team is independent of their switching probability but
related to the number of malicious nodes participating in the
attack. Simulation results corroborate the theoretical analysis
and demonstrate that the cooperation among malicious nodes
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can remarkably increase the net payoff of the malicious nodes
compared to the non-cooperative attack manner. In addition,
the numerical results indicate that when the system reaches
steady state, there exists an optimal number of attacking
malicious nodes to maximize the net payoff.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Formulation of the coordinated DoS attack in IEEE
802.22 networks as a cooperative game among multiple
malicious nodes.
• Derivations of the net payoff and optimal strategy for
malicious nodes in the one-stage case.
• A new discrete-time Markov model for the multi-stage
case and investigation of the optimal number of malicious
nodes participating in the coordinated attack.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the body of work that relates with this paper. The
system model is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we
formulate a cooperative game among the malicious nodes.
In Section V, we analytically derive the expression of the
net payoff and solve the optimal strategy for the malicious
nodes via the numerical analysis. The discrete-time Markov
chain is proposed for the multi-stage scenario in Section VI.
Section VII presents the simulation and numerical results and
the conclusions are drawn in last section.
II. R ELATED W ORK
While other aspects of CR networks have received significant attention over the past decade, research in the area of
DSA network security is still in its nascence.
The security vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.22 networks were
discussed in [9], where the security sub-layer in IEEE 802.22
was discussed in brief and a description of the effects of
various DoS attacks on the performance of 802.22 networks
were discussed. Clancy et al. described a new class of attacks
in CR networks [10], by which the secondary users can be
trained to respond inappropriately for several stimuli. They
give some specific examples of these attacks and discussed
some potential mitigation approaches. More general discussions about the security issues in CR networks are given
in [13]–[15]. Most of the above works are review articles
rather than the thorough and comprehensive analysis for those
security issues.
Recently, serval research groups have investigated specific
DoS attacks in CR Networks. Chen et al. [16] described the
Byzantine failure problem in the context of data fusion in
the cooperative spectrum sensing. In this Byzantine attack,
a malicious node intentionally sends falsified local spectrum
sensing reports to the data collector in an attempt to cause the
data collector to make incorrect spectrum sensing decisions. A
novel reputation based mechanism called Weighted Probability
Ratio Test was proposed to improve the robustness of data
fusion against attacks. Another popular attack drawing much
attection is primary user emulation (PUE) attack, which was
originally introduced by Chen et al. [17]. In the PUE attack,
one or multiple attacking nodes transmit in forbidden time
slots and effectively emulate the primary user to make the
protocol compliant secondary users erroneously conclude that

the primary user is present and evacuate that spectrum band.
In order to thwart this attack, a localization based defense
method was developed in [11], in which a non-interactive
localization scheme is employed to detect and pinpoint the
PUE attack. However, these localization mechanisms require
a dedicated sensor network which may not be available in practical distributed DSA networks. Jin et al. [18], [19] proposed
a hypothesis based approach to mitigate PUE attacks using an
analytical model for the received power at the secondary users
without assuming any prior knowledge about the position of
either the malicious or the secondary users. The first analytical
model for the received power was proposed in [20].
Radio Jamming is another common and disruptive DoS
attack in wireless networks. In [21], Sampath et al. showed
that jamming attackers can utilize CRs’ fast channel switching
capability to amplify their jamming impact across multiple
channels using a single radio. Later, a security-enhanced
virtual channel rendezvous algorithm was proposed in [22]
to improve the robustness of a DSA network against smart
jamming attacks. Ma et al. discussed the jamming and antijamming procedures in multichannel CR systems [23]. As
discussed in these works, the most effective way for the
secondary transmitters to prevent the jamming attack is to
avoid the jamming signal through frequency hopping.
In spite of all the above-mentioned work, there is still no
framework that studies the coordination from the perspective
of malicious nodes. In this paper, we propose a coordinated
attack framework based on the cooperative game theory. To
the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt
to analyze and understand coordinated DoS attack in IEEE
802.22 networks.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. IEEE 802.22 WRAN
IEEE
802.22
WRAN
standard
specifies
the
PHY/MAC/air_interface for the unlicensed devices in a
CR network operating in the TV Broadcast bands. A typical
IEEE 802.22 cell is a single-hop, point-to-multipoint wireless
network, in which a central Base Station (BS) controls the
medium access of a number of associated consumer premise
equipments (CPEs).
The IEEE 802.22 standard supports cognitive capabilities
for the reliable protection of incumbent services. The spectrum sensing is performed by both the BS and CPEs in the
scheduled quiet periods. The CPEs must report the spectrum
sensing results to the BS and the final decision on whether a
given band is available for use or not is then made by the BS.
In order to satisfy the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement
for every cell, IEEE 802.22 prescribes two types of interBS dynamic spectrum sharing mechanisms: non-exclusive and
exclusive spectrum sharing. In the non-exclusive spectrum
sharing, multiple 802.22 networks can transmit in the same
band with appropriate transmission power control settings. On
the other hand, in the case of exclusive spectrum sharing, one
802.22 network will exclusively occupy the selected band via
On-Demand Spectrum Contention protocol [24].
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B. Attack Model
We consider N available spectrum bands, i.e., bands not
used by primary incumbents, and n (n < N ) IEEE 802.22
secondary networks, each of which consists of one BS and
multiple CPEs. We assume exclusive spectrum sharing in
our model, i.e., each 802.22 secondary network can use
the spectrum band only if it is free interference of other
secondary networks. This can be achieved via the 802.22 selfcoexistence mechanism as presented in [25]. Thus, n out of N
spectrum bands are concurrently used by the 802.22 secondary
networks. We refer to these n spectrum bands as busy bands
and other N − n spectrum bands as vacant bands.
Let there be m (m ≤ n) malicious nodes aiming to attack
the secondary networks by launching DoS attacks. They can
switch among N bands but do not have prior knowledge about
which bands the secondary networks are using at any given
time. We assume that there exists a malicious central entity
which collects and distributes the information regarding the
secondary networks’ occupancy of spectrum bands that the
malicious nodes have already reached. Note that the malicious
central entity will not specifically assign each individual
malicious node with distinct spectrum band because too many
actions will cause a lot of delay and additional overhead.
To eliminate such overhead, we assume a minimum shadow
coordination procedure in this work.
We now define the notations that will be used throughout
the paper:
• Net payoff – The sum of total payoffs for all malicious
nodes.
• Individual payoff – The payoff for a single malicious
node.
• c – Switching cost: the cost incurred by the malicious
nodes while switching from one spectrum band to another, e.g., the energy consumed in switching.
• g – Attack gain: the incentive obtained by the malicious
nodes while successfully attacking a IEEE 802.22 secondary network.
The constraints of relationship between g and c are as follows:
• g > c: This constraint guarantees that malicious nodes
have incentives to launch attacks. If not held, the malicious nodes will keep silent because the benefit of a
successful attack cannot compensate the cost incurred by
one switch.
• g should not be much greater than c: This constraint
makes the malicious nodes consider the tradeoff between
switching and staying. If not held, the malicious nodes
will keep switching because even one successful attack
still outweighs the cost incurred by many switches.
• c should not be very close to g: This constraint guarantees
that the malicious nodes have enough incentive to switch
to another spectrum band. If not held, the malicious
nodes will always choose to stay in order to avoid high
switching costs if the number of busy bands is small.
IV. D O S ATTACKS AS A C OOPERATIVE G AME
In this section, we formulate the DoS attack in IEEE
802.22 networks as a one-stage cooperative game among the

malicious nodes, in which the malicious nodes will make a
one-shot move cooperatively to maximize their benefits. Later,
we will study the multi-stage case of the system model.
A. Cooperative Game Formulation
In the non-cooperative game, all players are assumed selfish
and act in a distributed manner, i.e., they make decisions independently to maximize their individual payoffs. The solution
to the non-cooperative game is the Nash equilibrium, which
is defined as a strategy set such that no player can increase its
individual payoff by changing its strategy unilaterally [26].
However, the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium just deals
with the equilibrium among the independent players rather
than their common interests [26]. If all players have the
same objective (e.g., in our case, all malicious nodes aim
to disrupt the communications of IEEE 802.22 secondary
networks), non-cooperative Nash equilibrium might be a suboptimal solution because it does not take into account the
cooperation among players. Thus, we propose a coordinated
attack approach where all players are selfless and work as
a collaborative team rather than being "always individually
greedy and profit seeking" in the non-cooperative attack, and
study the behavior of malicious nodes from the cooperative
game theoretic perspective.
Based on the system model, we consider m malicious
nodes as the game players. We define two possible choices
for the malicious nodes: staying in the current spectrum
band (saving switching cost) or switching to other spectrum
bands (expecting to attack another secondary network). If the
malicious nodes successfully disrupt the communication of a
secondary network, they will obtain the attack gain, g. On the
other hand, every switch will incur a switching cost, c.
B. Nash Bargaining Solution
The main assumption in a cooperative game is that all
players would reach a grand coalition before the game is
played and players are not allowed to deviate from this
coalition. Otherwise, the players will act individually in a noncooperative way. The challenge to reach an agreement is to
allocate the total utilities to the players fairly and effectively.
Among different cooperative game solutions, Nash Bargaining
Solution (NBS) provides fairness, uniqueness and Paretooptimality [26]. The following theorem, originally proposed
by Nash [27], shows how to derive the unique NBS [26].
Theorem: In a K-player cooperative game, let U be the set
of all feasible payoff allocations and R = (r1 , r2 , · · · ri , · · · )
be the vector of achievable payoffs that the players can get
without cooperation (disagreement payoff), the unique NBS
u∗ is calculate as:
< u∗ >= arg max
u∈U

K
Y

(ui − ri ).

(1)

i=1

The NBS is also the point where “egalitarian” and “utilitarian” solutions of the bargaining problem coincide [26]. Due
to the homogeneity of the malicious nodes, the disagreement
payoff for every player would be identical, i.e., r1 = r2 =
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· · · = rK . Hence, according to the geometric inequality, the
NBS based on Eqn (1) is to maximize u∗i and make u∗i = u∗j
for all i, j ∈ [1, K]. Therefore, maximizing u∗i subject to the
equal allocation is equivalent to maximizing the total utility
that the players can get. Thus, the optimization problem for
our cooperative game is to find a mechanism of switching or
staying for the malicious nodes such that the net payoff can
be maximized.

Moreover, since the players have no idea about which bands
are occupied by the secondary networks, some malicious nodes
may switch to vacant bands. Let q be the probability that the
malicious node switches to a busy band, which is given by:

V. A NALYSIS OF N ET PAYOFF AND O PTIMAL S TRATEGY
FOR O NE - STAGE C ASE

n−1
.
(4)
N −1
Hence, the probability that k out of i switching malicious
nodes will land in the busy bands, R(k), is calculated as:
µ ¶
i k
R(k) =
q (1 − q)i−k , 0 ≤ k ≤ i.
(5)
k

In our model, the pure strategies for malicious nodes are
to either stay in the current band or to switch to another
band. However, if all malicious nodes choose to stay in the
same band always, they will miss opportunities to attack other
secondary networks. On the other hand, if the strategy is to
always switch, this could lead to some unnecessary costs.
Hence, following a pure strategy is sub-optimal. Therefore, it
is necessary for the malicious nodes to adopt a mixed strategy
space to find the optimal solution.
Assuming all players make their moves simultaneously, we
define the mixed-strategy space for the malicious nodes as:

Among these k malicious nodes who switch to busy bands,
some may still land up in the same band. However, based
on our game formulation, the total attack gain only depends
on how many secondary networks have been successfully
attacked. Hence, it is necessary to know the number of distinct
busy bands that the malicious nodes have actually landed in.
The probability that k malicious nodes land in j busy bands
(i.e., j out of n−1 secondary networks have been successfully
attacked by k malicious nodes), f (j), is given by (see details
in Appendix I):
¡n−1¢¡k−1¢

Smixed = {(Switch prob. = p), (Stay prob. = 1 − p)}.

q=

f (j) =

(2)

That is, the players will switch with probability p and stay
with probability 1 − p.
The net payoff for the malicious nodes is equal to the
total attack gain, which depends on the number of secondary
networks being successfully attacked, minus total switching
costs. That in turn depends on how many malicious nodes
actually choose to switch. In the one-stage game, we assume
that once the malicious nodes land in the busy bands, they
can successfully disrupt the communications of secondary
networks in there. Later, we will relax this assumption and
analyze different specific attacks in the multi-stage case.
We consider two cases in this game:
• Special case: The game starts with all the malicious nodes
coexisting in one busy spectrum band.
• General case: The game starts with the malicious nodes
scattered over the spectrums bands.
A. Special Case
In the special case, all malicious nodes are in the same
busy band. In order to maximize the net payoff, one malicious
node will be selected to make sure the secondary network in
the current busy band can be successfully attacked, and other
m − 1 can choose to either stay or switch. The malicious
node that stays in this spectrum band will be a part of the
attacking group, i.e., launching attacks joining with other
staying malicious nodes, whereas the malicious node that
switches will try to attack more secondary networks in other
spectrum bands.
As a result, the probability that i out of m − 1 malicious
nodes will switch, Q(i), follows a binomial distribution as:
¶
µ
m−1 i
p (1 − p)m−1−i , 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
(3)
Q(i) =
i

j

j−1

¡k+n−2¢ .

(6)

n−2

Let j be the random variable representing the number of
compromised secondary networks. Then, the expected value
of j, E(j), is given by:
½ Pk
j=1 f (j) · j, k > 0
E(j) =
(7)
0,
k=0
Consolidating Eqns (3)–(7), we derive the expected net
payoff, U (p), for the malicious nodes as:
Ãm−1 i
! Ãm−1
!
XX
X
Q(i) · R(k) · E(j) + 1 −c
Q(i) · i .
U (p) = g
i=0 k=0

i=0

(8)
The first term on the right hand side (RHS) of the equation
represents the expected attack gain and the second term
represents the expected switching cost for the whole team.
Based on the equal allocation principle, the common goal
for the malicious nodes is to maximize the net payoff. Thus,
the optimal switching probability, p∗ , is calculated as:
p∗ = arg max U (p).
p∈[0,1]

(9)

B. General Case
In the general case, the malicious nodes are randomly
scattered over the available spectrum bands. Every malicious
node observes its current spectrum band (to see whether it is
used by a secondary network or not) and sends a beacon to the
malicious central entity before taking actions. The malicious
central entity will distribute the consolidated picture about
the secondary networks’ occupancy of these spectrum bands
back to the malicious nodes. For sake of simplicity, we ignore
the delay and overhead due to this coordination procedure in
our analysis because sending a beacon and multicasting an
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Consolidating Eqns (10)–(14), we derive the net payoff for
the malicious nodes in the general case, U0 (p), as:
Ãm−h−r i+r
!
X X
U0 (p) = g
Q0 (i) · R0 (k) · E0 (j) + h
i=0

−c

•

Since the switching malicious nodes will explore the N −
L spectrum bands whose status is unknown, in which
n − h bands are being used by secondary networks, the
probability for them to switch to the busy bands, q0 , is
given by:
n−h
q0 =
.
(11)
N −L
Together with other r switching players, the probability
of k out of i + r malicious nodes landing in the busy
bands, R0 (k), is calculated as:
µ
¶
i+r k
R0 (k) =
q0 (1 − q0 )i+r−k , 0 ≤ k ≤ i + r. (12)
k
The probability that j out of n − h secondary networks
have been successfully attacked is given by (using the
same reasoning given in Appendix I):
¡n−h¢¡k−1¢
j

j−1

f0 (j) = ¡k+n−h−1¢ .

(13)

n−h−1
•

The expected value for j, E0 (j), is calculated as:
½ Pk
j=1 f0 (j) · j, k > 0
E0 (j) =
0,
k=0

(14)

!

Q0 (i) · i + r .

(15)

The first term on the RHS of the equation represents the
expected attack gain and the second term represents the
expected switching cost for the whole team.
Similarly, the optimal switching probability, p∗0 , for the
malicious nodes in the general case is given by:
p∗0 = arg max U0 (p)

(16)

p0 ∈[0,1]

C. Numerical Results
Both Eqn (9) and Eqn (16) can be solved numerically. We
set the parameter values g = 50 and c = 20 as an example.
With network parameters as: N = 50, n = 30 and m = 20, the
numerical results for the special and general cases are shown
in Fig. 1.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, there exists a maximum net payoff
for the malicious nodes in each case, corresponding to a unique
optimal strategy, i.e., p∗ = 0.6 and p∗0 = 0.43 for the special
and general case respectively.
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•

k=0

Ãm−h−r
X
i=0

Net payoff

identical information will be quick and cost-efficient. Thus,
in order to maximize the attack gain, the malicious nodes, if
they choose to switch, will potentially explore other unknown
spectrum bands.
Based on the above assumption, the malicious nodes can be
divided into two subgroups: those that fall in the vacant bands
and those that are in the busy bands. Those in the vacant bands
would have no incentive to continue to stay there because this
just amounts to them wasting time waiting idly. Thus, they
will definitely switch to other spectrum bands to search for
another attacking opportunity. On the other hand, those in the
busy bands will follow the similar procedure to the special
case, i.e., only one malicious node will be selected to stay in
the current band and others choose to either stay or switch
with a probability.
Let us suppose that, in a given time slot, the malicious nodes
are scattered in L out of N bands, in which h bands are used
by h secondary networks. Thus, h malicious nodes will be
selected to stay in these busy bands. Let r be the random
variable representing the number of malicious nodes landing
in vacant bands. Therefore, the malicious nodes who choose
to switch will try to reach one of the other N −L bands whose
status is unknown. Thus, the mixed strategy space in Eqn (2)
is only applied to m − h − r malicious nodes.
Denoting p0 as the switching probability for the malicious
nodes in the general case and using the same logic as in the
special case, we have the following expressions:
• Since there are h players who definitely stay and r players
who definitely switch, we consider the rest m − h − r
players. The probability that i out of m − h − r malicious
nodes will choose Switch, Q0 (i), is calculated as:
µ
¶
m−h−r i
Q0 (i) =
p0 (1 − p0 )m−h−r−i ,
i
0 ≤ i ≤ m − h − r.
(10)
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Fig. 1. The net payoff for the malicious nodes with respect to switching
probability. (a) special case; (b) general case (with temporary state as: L = 10,
h = 6 and r = 6).

VI. M ARKOV M ODELING OF M ULTI - STAGE C ASE
In this section, we extend the coordinated DoS attack model
to the multi-stage scenario. We incorporate the reaction of
802.22 secondary networks against the attacks and assume that
malicious nodes will keep launching attacks for a long period.
A. Multi-stage System Model
We consider the time epochs in the IEEE 802.22 networks to
be typically divided into discrete periods as shown in Fig. 2, in
which each period consists of a quiet period for spectrum sensing, τ , and a transmission slot for communications, t − τ [28].
In each period, the secondary network measures the received
signal power during the scheduled quiet period to identify the
presence of the primary user. This slot is used to sense for
the primaries and depending on the attack and the intelligence
built into the secondary networks. After the spectrum sensing,
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the secondary network will either switch to another band or
stay in the same one. For example, if the secondary network
decides that the transmission power is from the primary user, it
will switch from the current spectrum band. On the other hand,
if it suspects that a PUE attack is in progress, it will switch
with some probability (related to the probability of successful
PUE attack [18]). If the attack is a radio jamming type attack,
which essentially results in very poor channel conditions, the
secondary network will switch with a probability 1, upon
detection of the strong jamming signal. In the multi-stage
case, we still hold the assumption that the 802.22 secondary
networks will follow exclusive spectrum sharing mechanism
and transmit in a spectrum band free of interference of other
secondary networks. It is noted that the attack timing depends
on the specific type of DoS attack the malicious nodes will
take. For example, for the PUE attack, the malicious nodes will
emulate the primary user in the quiet period [11], whereas for
the radio jamming attack, the malicious nodes would jam the
spectrum band in the transmission slot [23].
Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period k

t!
The quiet period for spectrum sensing

The transmission slot for communication

Fig. 2. Discrete periods with quiet periods and transmission slots in
IEEE 802.22 networks.

B. Markov Model Analysis
Based on the system model of the multi-stage case, we
know that both malicious nodes and secondary networks are
dynamically switching around the spectrum bands to achieve
their own goals. We model their dynamic switching between
several states as a discrete-time Markov chain as shown in
Fig. 3. The states of the Markov chain are described in Table I
and correspond to activities in one typical spectrum band.
Because of the inherent symmetry, the analysis on a single
band can be extended to all the other bands.
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The state transition diagram for one spectrum band.

TABLE I
T HE S TATES OF M ARKOV C HAIN
State

Description

E

The spectrum band is empty

S

Only one secondary network is in this band

S+i

A secondary network and i malicious nodes are in this band

i

Only i malicious nodes are in this band

Without loss of generality, let us suppose that at a given
slot, a spectrum band is in the state S. Upon i malicious
nodes arriving in this band, its state will transit from S to
S + i with probability λi . As discussed in Section V, i − 1 out
of i malicious nodes will switch out with a certain optimal
probability to maximize their net payoff. Thus, the spectrum
band will transit from state S + i to S + j with probability
pji if i − j malicious nodes actually choose to switch, where
j could be any integer in [1, i − 1].
There are two outcomes after the malicious nodes launch the
DoS attack: (i) The secondary network evacuates right away. In
the case of the PUE attack, the secondary network falls victim
to the attack. In case of a radio jamming attack, the secondary
network switches out to avoid excessive interference; (ii) the
secondary network continues to use the current band. This can
happen if the PUE attack is either unsuccessful or the power
in the jamming attack is too low to cause enough disruption
to the secondary communication in that band. Let θ denote
the probability that the secondary network moves out of the
band, and so the transition probability from state S + i to i
would also be θ. When the malicious nodes find the absence
of secondary activity in the spectrum band they stand, based
on our assumption in Section V, they will definitely leave
that band to search for another attack opportunity. Hence, the
state transition from state i to E happens with probability 1.
Next time a secondary network or i malicious nodes land in
this band, the spectrum band transitions to state S or i with
probability π or µi respectively.
The "flow-balance" and the normalization equation array
governing the above Markov chain [29] are as follows:
(λ1 + λ2 + · · · + λm−1 + λm )ΠS = πΠE
θΠS+1 = λ1 ΠS + p12 ΠS+2 + p13 ΠS+3 + · · · + p1m ΠS+m
(θ + p12 )ΠS+2 = λ2 ΠS + p23 ΠS+3 + · · · + p2m ΠS+m
..
.
m−2
(θ + p1m−1 + · · · + pm−1
)ΠS+m−1 = λm−1 ΠS + pm−1
ΠS+m
m
(θ + p1m + p2m + · · · + pm−1
)ΠS+m = λm ΠS
m
Π1 = θΠS+1 + µ1 ΠE
Π2 = θΠS+2 + µ2 ΠE
..
.
Πm−1 = θΠS+m−1 + µm−1 ΠE
Πm = θΠS+m + µm ΠE
(µ1 + µ2 + · · · + µm + π)ΠE = Π1 + Π2 + · · · + Πm
m
m
X
X
ΠS + ΠE +
ΠS+i +
Πi = 1
i=1

(17)

i=1

where Πsi represents the stationary probability of being in
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state si , si ∈ {E, S, S + i, i}.
Based on the state description, we know that when the
spectrum band is in state S + i, the malicious nodes will try
to attack the secondary networks.
We also assume that the attack gain g can be obtained by the
malicious nodes if and only if the attack is successful. Thus,
the probability of receiving an attack gain for the malicious
nodes in state S + i would be equal to transition probability θ.
Moreover, since i − 1 malicious nodes will switch out with a
certain optimal probability, the costs (i − j)c will be incurred
if the spectrum band transits from state S + i to S + j with
probability pji . Furthermore, in state i, all i malicious nodes
will switch out, incurring a cost of i · c. Hence, given the
stationary probability for each state, the net payoff for the m
malicious nodes in one spectrum band is calculated as follows:

(3) We assume the Proposition holds for m = k and expand
Usk by definition in Eqn (18) as:
Usk

=

gθ(ΠS+1 + ΠS+2 + · · · + ΠS+k )
− c(p12 ΠS+2 + (2p13 + p23 )ΠS+3 + · · ·
+ ((k − 1)p1k + (k − 2)p2k + · · · + pk−1
)ΠS+k )
k
− c(Π1 + 2Π2 + · · · + kΠk )
gπΠE − c(θΠS+1 + 2(θ + p12 )ΠS+2 − p12 ΠS+2 + · · ·
+ k(θ + p1k + · · · + pk−1
)ΠS+k
k

=

− (p1k + 2p2k + · · · + (k − 1)pk−1
)ΠS+k )
k
gπΠE − c(λ1 ΠS + p12 ΠS+2 + · · · + p1k ΠS+k
+ 2(λ1 ΠS + p23 ΠS+3 + · · · + p2k ΠS+k ) − p12 ΠS+2 + · · ·
+ kλk ΠS − (p1k + 2p2k + · · · + (k − 1)pk−1
)ΠS+k )
k
(22)
− c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + kµk )ΠE

=

Usm

= gθ(ΠS+1 + ΠS+2 + · · · + ΠS+m )
To simplify the expression, we define C1 to be the sum of
− c(p12 ΠS+2 + (2p13 + p23 )ΠS+3 + · · ·
all terms associated with pji in Eqn (22). Thus, Usk can be
1
2
m−1
+ ((m − 1)pm + (m − 2)pm + · · · + pm )ΠS+m ) alternatively expressed as:
− c(Π1 + 2Π2 + · · · + mΠm )
(18)
Usk = gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + kµk )ΠE
− c(λ1 ΠS + 2λ2 ΠS + · · · + kλk ΠS ) − C1
The first term on the RHS of the equation represents the
= gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + kµk + π)ΠE
expected attack gain and the second and third terms represent
the expected switching cost for the whole malicious nodes
− c(λ2 + 2λ3 · · · + (k − 1)λk )ΠS − C1 (23)
team. Since every spectrum band is equivalent, the net payoff
Usk follows the Eqn (19),
of m malicious nodes for total N spectrum bands is simply Based on the induction hypothesis,
k+1
and
so
C
=
0.
We
now
write
U
as:
1
s
obtained as N · Usm .
Proposition: The net payoff of the malicious nodes for one Usk+1 = gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + kµk + (k + 1)µk+1 )ΠE
typical spectrum band can be expressed as:
− c(λ1 ΠS + p12 ΠS+2 + · · · + p1k ΠS+k + p1k+1 ΠS+k+1
Usm

=

gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + mµm + π)ΠE )
− c(λ2 + 2λ3 + · · · (m − 1)λm )ΠS ).
(19)

Proof: We use mathematical induction to prove the above
proposition. Note that all derivations below are on the basis
of equation array (17).
(1) For m = 1
Us1

= gθΠS+1 − cΠ1 = g(Π1 − µΠE ) − cΠ1
= g((µ1 + π)ΠE − µΠE ) − (µ1 + π)ΠE
= gπΠE − c(µ1 + π)ΠE
(20)

Thus, the Proposition holds for m = 1.
(2) For m = 2
Us2

+ 2(λ2 ΠS + p23 ΠS+3 + · · · + p2k ΠS+k + p2k+1 ΠS+k+1 )

= gθ(ΠS+1 + ΠS+2 ) − cp12 ΠS+2 − c(Π1 + 2Π2 )
= g(Π1 + Π2 − (µ1 + µ2 )ΠE ) − cp12 ΠS+2
− c((µ1 + µ2 + π)ΠE + Π2 )
= gπΠE − c(µ1 + µ2 + π)ΠE
− c(p12 ΠS+2 + θΠS+2 + µ2 ΠE )
= gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + π)ΠE
− c(p12 ΠS+2 + λ2 ΠS − p12 ΠS+2 )
= gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + π)ΠE − cλ2 ΠS

Thus, the Proposition holds for m = 2.

− p12 ΠS+2 + · · · + k(λk ΠS + pkk+1 )
− (p1k + 2p2k + · · · + (k − 1)pk−1
)ΠS+k
k
=

− c(p1k+1 ΠS+k+1 + · · · + kpkk+1 ΠS+k+1
=

−(p1k+1 + 2p2k+1 + · · · + kpkk+1 )ΠS+k+1 )
gπΠE − c(µ1 + · · · + kµk + (k + 1)µk+1 + π)ΠE
− c(λ2 + 2λ3 · · · + (k − 1)λk + kλk+1 )ΠS − C1 (24)

Since, we have shown that C1 = 0, Usk+1 also follows
Eqn (19) and Proposition has been proved.
From the state transition diagram in Fig. 3, we can see
that the states E and S are not influenced by the transitions
among the m states with index S + i. Hence, ΠE and
ΠS are independent of pji . Using standard Markov chain
techniques [29], we obtain the expressions for ΠE and ΠS
as follows:
Pm
θ( i=1 λi )
Pm
Pm
ΠE =
(25)
θπ + (π + θ + θπ + i=1 θµi )( i=1 λi )
ΠS =

(21)

+ (k + 1)λk+1 ΠS − (p1k+1 + · · · + kpkk+1 )ΠS+k+1 )
gπΠE − c(µ1 + 2µ2 + · · · + kµk + (k + 1)µk+1 )ΠE
− c(λ1 ΠS + · · · + kλk ΠS + (k + 1)λk+1 ΠS ) − C1

θπ
Pm
Pm
θπ + (π + θ + θπ + i=1 θµi )( i=1 λi )

(26)

The derivations of transition probabilities µi , λi and π are
given in Appendix II. Based on the expressions of µi , λi and
π, we can see that they are also independent of pji . Thus,
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VII. S IMULATION AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct simulations and numerical analysis for both one-stage and multi-stage scenarios. We consider
N = 50 available spectrum bands and also set g = 50 and
c = 20 as an example. The simulation results are averaged
over 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations.

A. Simulations for the Special Case of the One-stage Game
We first conduct the simulation for the special case in the
one-stage cooperative game where all malicious nodes start
from the same busy band. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical and
simulation results for the optimal switching probability, p∗ ,
for m − 1 malicious nodes. As evident from this figure, the
simulation results are very close to the theoretical results.
With the increase in the number of secondary networks, the
probability of switching gradually converges to 1. This is
because, as the number of secondary networks increases, the
probability that the malicious nodes will land in a busy band
increases. Note that the theoretical results are calculated from
Eqn (9) by numerical analysis. Another point in Fig. 4 is
that as the number of malicious nodes increases, the rate of
convergence decreases. The reason behind this observation is
that for certain number of secondary networks in the system,
more malicious nodes can take relatively lower switching
probability to achieve the maximum net payoff.
m=15

m=20
1

Optimal switching prob.

Optimal switching prob.
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30
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40
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1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
25

35

Number of secondary networks
(b)

1

Optimal switching prob.

according to Eqn (19), Usm is independent of pji . That is, as
the system reaches steady state, the net payoff of malicious
nodes does not depend on their switching probabilities. Note
that this conclusion holds only when the system reaches the
steady state. The reason behind this observation is: from
the malicious nodes’ perspective, obtaining attack gains and
consuming switch costs will become a dynamic balancing
process in the steady system. In other words, more malicious
nodes switching will incur more switch costs but at the same
time acquire more opportunities to launch successful attacks
that increases the attack gains.
On the other hand, from Eqns (19), (25) and (26), we see
that the net payoff is related to the number, m, of malicious
nodes participating in the attack. In the next section, we will
conduct the numerical analysis to investigate how the number
of malicious nodes influences the net payoff Usm .
Now we look at the transition probability θ for two different DoS attacks and take the preventive measures from the
secondary networks into consideration.
(1) Radio Jamming Attack:
Radio jamming attack refers to the transmission of radio
signals that disrupt communications by significantly decreasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the frequency channel.
This attack is easy to detect. We assume that the jamming
signal is strong enough such that the communications in the
frequency channel are completely interrupted. Hence, once
being jammed, the best choice for the secondary network is
to switch to another clear band. Thus, we set θ = 1 for the
radio jamming attack.
(2) PUE Attack:
The PUE attacker will effectively emulate the primary signal
to make the protocol compliant 802.22 secondary network
erroneously conclude that the primary user is active in the
spectrum band and thus leave the band.
Because of the inherent randomness in the propagation
characteristic and consequent randomness in the received
signal, most spectrum sensing mechanism are probabilistic in
nature. In Section II, we briefly reviewed several methods
developed to mitigate the PUE attacks. Though the details
of these prevention measures are beyond the scope of the
paper, we include a parameter P r(success) as the probability
of a successful attack [18] and consider that the secondary
networks will take some countermeasures against the PUE
attack, thereby decreasing the P r(success).
In the case of PUE attack, θ can be equated to P r(success)
because the secondary networks will only leave the current
band when the attack is successful. In the following section,
we will conduct the numerical analysis to investigate the performance under the countermeasures of secondary networks.

Theoretical results
Simulation results
30

35

40

45

Number of secondary networks
(c)

50

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
30

Theoretical results
Simulation results
35

40

45

50

Number of secondary networks
(d)

Fig. 4. The optimal switching probability, p∗ , for the malicious nodes with
varying number of malicious nodes, m, and secondary networks, n, under
the special case that all malicious nodes start out in the same busy band (the
special case is described in Section V).

The comparison of the net payoffs between the cooperative
game and non-cooperative game is shown in Fig. 5, in which
we fix the number of the malicious nodes at m = 20, and
vary the number of secondary networks. As illustrated in this
figure, the net payoff obtained by launching a cooperative
attack results in approximately 10 − 15% greater net payoff
for the malicious nodes in comparison to the non-cooperative
attack. Note that the strategy for the non-cooperative game
is the Nash equilibrium strategy, which in our problem, is
the switching probability for each independent malicious node
(see details in Appendix II). Moreover, the malicious nodes
following the optimal strategies can get greater net payoff as
the number of secondary networks increases.
B. Simulations for the General Case of the One-stage Game
In the general case, we consider m = 20 malicious nodes.
Many temporary states in this case are possible, but due to the
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Fig. 5. The comparison of net payoff between the cooperative and
non-cooperative game for the special case as described in Section V.

page limit, we choose the temporary state: L = 10, h = 6, r =
6 as an illustrative example. When comparing performances of
the cooperative and non-cooperative attacks in the general case
(where the malicious nodes are distributed in several spectrum
bands), we need to make malicious nodes who have options
to stay or switch have the same Nash equilibrium point in
the non-cooperative game such that we can calculate the Nash
equilibrium for them. Hence, we consider three different cases
for malicious nodes as follows:
• Case 1: 4 out of 6 busy bands have multiple players (each
band with 2 players) and the other 2 occupied bands have
only one player.
• Case 2: 2 out of 6 busy bands have multiple players (each
band with 5 players) and the other 4 busy bands have only
one player.
• Case 3: 1 out of 6 busy bands have multiple players (9
players in this band) and the other 5 busy bands have
only one player.
In each case mentioned above, the malicious nodes in the busy
bands are equivalent and thus have the same Nash equilibrium
strategy, which can be calculated following the same logic
given in Appendix III.
Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the comparison of net
payoffs between the cooperative and non-cooperative attack
for varying number of secondary networks. Note that the
optimal strategy for the cooperative game is obtained from
Eqn (15) by the numerical analysis. Similar to the special case,
the cooperative attack in the general case also outperforms
the non-cooperative attack in terms of the net payoff obtained
by malicious nodes. Moreover, we notice that for the noncooperative attack, the net payoffs for the three different cases
are also different. That is because, with the decrease in the
number of players sharing the attack gain, the malicious node’s
incentive to switch would decline, which consequently reduces
the chance to attack more secondary networks.
C. Numerical Results for the Multi-stage Case
In the multi-stage case, without loss of generality, we focus
on one typical spectrum band and still assume that m ≤ n <

35

40

Number of secondary networks

Fig. 6. The comparison of net payoff between the cooperative and
non-cooperative game for the general case as described in Section V.

N . Since we take into account the event that the malicious
nodes will switch out when the secondary network leaves
the spectrum band in the multi-stage scenario, the malicious
nodes will frequently switch around the spectrum bands and
consequently incur a huge cumulative switching cost. Hence,
to incorporate this factor, we increase the difference between
the attack gain and switching cost in the numerical analysis for
the multi-stage scenario, e.g., g = 100 and c = 20. Otherwise,
the final net payoff for the malicious nodes might be negative.
(1) Radio Jamming Attack:
For the radio jamming attack, we consider θ = 1. Fig. 7
shows the net payoff in one typical spectrum band for the
malicious nodes launching radio jamming attacks with varying
number of the secondary networks, n, and malicious nodes,
m. As shown in Fig. 7, it is evident that with increase in
the number of secondary networks, the net payoff for the
malicious nodes will increase as expected.
4
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Fig. 7. The numerical results of the net payoff in one spectrum band for the
malicious nodes launching radio jamming attacks with varying number of the
secondary networks, n, and malicious nodes, m. (g = 100, c = 20)

(2) PUE Attack:
In the case of the PUE attack, since the secondary networks
will take some mitigation measures, P r(success) and θ will be
less than 1. Fig. 8 shows the net payoff in one typical spectrum
band for the malicious nodes launching PUE attacks with fixed

10

3
2.5

Net payoff of one spectrum band

n, varying m and different values of θ. As shown, for certain
number of secondary networks in the system, the malicious
nodes can get less net payoff as the value of θ decreases.
This is because, a smaller value of θ implies the smaller
P r(success). Thus, with the smaller successful probability for
launching attacks, the malicious nodes will get less net payoff.
This observation indicates that if the secondary networks can
adopt effective preventive measures to decrease P r(success),
the impact of the PUE attack will be reduced.
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Fig. 9. The numerical results of the net payoff in one spectrum band for
the malicious nodes launching radio jamming attacks with different sets of
parameter values. Note that we fix n = 30 in this figure.
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Fig. 8. The numerical results of the net payoff in one spectrum band for the
malicious nodes launching PUE attacks with varying number of malicious
nodes, m and different values of θ. Note that the number of secondary
networks is fixed at n = 30. (g = 100, c = 20)

The common interesting point in Fig 7 and Fig. 8 is that
there is a maximum for each curve, which indicates that
there exists an optimal number of malicious nodes joining the
coordinated attack. This observation reflects the importance
of the tradeoff between increasing the attack gains and saving
switching costs. More specifically, increasing the number of
malicious nodes indefinitely, will result in a point of no returns
because of the additional switching cost. Hence, it is important
for the malicious nodes to adjust the number of attacking nodes
based on the specific circumstances.
Furthermore, in order to investigate the impact of parameters
on the numerical results, we use different sets of parameter
values of g and c. Fig. 9 shows the net payoff in one
typical spectrum band for the malicious nodes launching radio
jamming attacks with different sets of parameter values of g
and c with fixed number of secondary networks (n = 30).
As illustrated, there always exists an optimal number of
malicious nodes participating in the attacks. Another important
observation from this figure is that as the difference between
the value of g and c increases, the optimal number of malicious
nodes for the attack also increases. This reason behind this
result is: the net payoff for the malicious nodes is equal to
the total attack gain minus the overall switching costs. Thus,
as the switch cost decreases compared to the attack gain, it is
rational to involve more malicious nodes in the attack because
the additional attack gains obtained from more successful
attacks will outweigh the increased switching costs due to
more switching actions.

In this paper, we investigated the coordinated DoS attacks
on IEEE 802.22 networks from the perspective of malicious
nodes. We considered malicious nodes as a collaborative team
that aims to maximize their net payoff by disrupting the communications of good 802.22 secondary networks. In the onestage scenario, we considered the moves of malicious nodes
and formulated the coordinated DoS attack as a cooperative
game. The theoretical expressions of net payoff were derived
and the optimal strategies for the malicious nodes (switching
probability) were numerically obtained. In the multi-stage
scenario, we incorporated the reactions of 802.22 secondary
networks against the attacks and proposed a discrete-time
Markov chain to model the change of states in a typical
spectrum band. We further derived the expression for the net
payoff as the system reaches steady state and proved it to
be independent of the switching probabilities of the malicious
nodes. Through simulation results in the one-stage case, we
showed that by taking the coordinated approach, the malicious
nodes can obtain as high as 10-15% more net payoff than
when they do not cooperate. Moreover, the numerical results
for the multi-stage case indicates that as the system reaches
steady state, there exists an optimal number of malicious nodes
participating in the attack to achieve the maximum net payoff.
A PPENDIX I
D ERIVATION OF P ROBABILITY f (j)
f (j) is the probability that j out n − 1 secondary networks
are successfully attacked by k malicious nodes who switch to
these n − 1 busy bands and is given by f (j) = X·Y
Z , where
•
•

X: number of ways in which j out¡ of n¢ − 1 secondary
networks can be selected, which is n−1
.
j
Y : number of ways in which a group of k malicious
nodes can bring down exactly j secondary networks. This
is equivalent to the number of distinct positive integervalued vector (x1 , x2 , · · · , xj ) satisfying
¡ the
¢ condition
that x1 + x2 + · · · + xj = k, which is k−1
j−1 [30].
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Z: number of ways in which k malicious nodes can
distribute in n − 1 busy bands. This is equivalent to
the number of distinct nonnegative integer-valued vectors
(x1 , x2 , · · · , xn−1 ) satisfying
that x1 +x2 +
¡ the condition
¢
· · · + xn−1 = k, which is k+n−2
[30].
n−2
Therefore, f (j) is given by:
¡n−1¢¡k−1¢
•

f (j) =

j
j−1
¡k+n−2¢
n−2

.

(27)

A PPENDIX II
D ERIVATIONS OF µi , λi AND π
In the Markov chain shown in Fig. 3, µi represents the
transition probability from state E to state i, λi represents
the transition probability from state S to state S + i and π
represents the transition probability from state E to state S.
(i) Expressions of µi and λi :
The transitions both from state E to state i and from S
to state S + i corresponds to the event that i malicious nodes
switch to a certain spectrum band. Thus, based on the Markov
property [29], we know that µi and λi simply follow the
binomial distribution as:
µ ¶
m
1
N − 2 m−i
µi = λi =
(
)i (
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (28)
i
N −1 N −1
(ii) Expression of π:
Following the similar logic as Section V, we can calculate
the probability that j secondary networks are under attack at
a given time slot as:
µ ¶
0
m
n
N − n − 1 m−i 0
Q (j) =
(
)i (
)
f (j), 0 ≤ j ≤ i.
i
N −1
N −1
(29)
i−1
0
(n)(j−1
)
where f (j) = ji+n−1
.
( n−1 )
Moreover, since we denote θ to be the probability that the
secondary network moves out of the band in state S + i, the
probability that k out j secondary networks leave the spectrum
0
band where they are transmitting, R (k), is calculated as:
µ ¶
0
j k
R (k) =
θ (1 − θ)j−k , 0 ≤ k ≤ j.
(30)
k

Let α denote the switching probability. Thus, the probability
that i out of other m − 1 malicious nodes will also stay,
Qstay (i), is calculated as:
µ
¶
m−1
Qstay (i) =
(1 − α)i αm−1−i , 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. (32)
i
Hence, the expected payoff for the player s upon staying is
calculated as:
E(stay) =

g
.
i+1

(33)

(ii) Expected payoff for the player s upon switching:
• Similar to the previous case, the probability that i out of
other m − 1 malicious nodes will also switch with player
s, Qswitch , is calculated as:
µ
¶
m−1 i
Qswitch (i) =
α (1 − α)m−1−i , 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
i
(34)
• Note that the probability that the player s will switch to
the spectrum bands already being used by other 802.22
secondary networks exactly follows Eqn (4) and is given
n−1
by q = N
−1 .
• Among the i switching nodes, we calculate the probability that exactly j nodes switch to the same band with
player s, H(j), as:
µ ¶
i
1
N − 2 i−j
H(j) =
·(
) .
(35)
j
j (N − 1)
N −1
Hence, the expected payoff for the player s upon switching
is calculated as:
E(switch) =

m−1
i
XX

Qswitch (i) · q · H(j) ·

i=0 j=0

g
− c. (36)
j+1

Consolidating (i) and (ii), the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium, α∗ , for the malicious nodes, is obtained by imposing
E(stay)=E(switch), which can be solved numerically. For example, setting the network parameters to: N = 50, n = 30,
m = 20, gives α∗ = 0.51. The expected payoff for the player
s under this condition is shown in Fig. 10.
50

E (switch)
E (stay)
40

Payoff for player s

k=0

In the non-cooperative game, each malicious node is selfish
and can choose to switch or stay independently. We assume
that if more than one malicious nodes jointly attack the same
secondary network in a spectrum band, each of them gets the
average attack gain. For example, if 3 malicious nodes gather
in the same busy band, each obtains g/3 attack gain. Without
loss of generality, we consider one particular player, s.
(i) Expected payoff for the player s upon staying:

Qstay (i) ·

i=0

Consolidating Eqns (29) and (30), we derive the expression
of π as:
j
m X
i X
X
0
0
k
(31)
π=
Q (j) · R (k) · .
N
i=0 j=0
A PPENDIX III
T HE M IXED - STRATEGY NASH E QUILIBRIUM FOR THE
N ON - COOPERATIVE G AME IN S PECIAL C ASE
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Fig. 10. The expected payoff for player s. The Nash equilibrium for player
s is achieved at α = 0.51.
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